Reading & Rhyming
Fun with words for little learners
Rhyming words: __at

Practice reading these words. As you sound out each word, draw a circle around the letters that make the rhyming sound. Then draw one of the words in the box.

example:  hat

mat
bat
rat
sat
cat

Can you think of another __at word?
Rhyming words: __op

Practice reading these words. As you sound out each word, draw a circle around the letters that make the rhyming sound. Then draw one of the words in the box.

example: mop

hop
pop
shop
top
stop

Can you think of another __op word?
Rhyming words: __ee

Practice reading these words. As you sound out each word, draw a circle around the letters that make the rhyming sound. Then draw one of the words in the box.

example: tree

me
bee
we
see
he

Can you think of another __ee word?
Rhyming words: ___in

Practice reading these words. As you sound out each word, draw a circle around the letters that make the rhyming sound. Then draw one of the words in the box.

example: chin

in
pin
win
bin

Can you think of another ___in word?
Rhyming words: __un

Practice reading these words. As you sound out each word, draw a circle around the letters that make the rhyming sound. Then draw one of the words in the box.

example: sun

spin
run
bun
fun
stun

Can you think of another __un word?
Rhyming words: __et

Practice reading these words. As you sound out each word, draw a circle around the letters that make the rhyming sound. Then draw one of the words in the box.

example: jet

pet
let
wet
met
get

Can you think of another __et word?
Rhyming words: __it

Practice reading these words. As you sound out each word, draw a circle around the letters that make the rhyming sound. Then draw one of the words in the box.

example:  knit

it
hit
sit
pit
bit

Can you think of another __it word?
Rhyming words: ___am

Practice reading these words. As you sound out each word, draw a circle around the letters that make the rhyming sound. Then draw one of the words in the box.

example:  j'am

ham
yam
Sam
ram
Pam

Can you think of another ___am word?
Rhyming words: ___ot

Practice reading these words. As you sound out each word, draw a circle around the letters that make the rhyming sound. Then draw one of the words in the box.

example: pot

dot
hot
lot
got
not

Can you think of another ___ot word?
Rhyming words: __all

Practice reading these words. As you sound out each word, draw a circle around the letters that make the rhyming sound. Then draw one of the words in the box.

example: ball

- tall
- mall
- call
- fall
- wall

Can you think of another __all word?